FOOD SERVICE MARKET REPORT
A weekly Newsletter by Veg-Fresh Farms

LETTUCE
ICEBERG LETTUCE

ROMAINE

Weather has been ideal for growing lettuce,
quality is looking very nice and plenty of
product is available.

Overall product is looking very nice, some light
fringe burn can be seen.

CABBAGE
Red, Green and Napa Cabbage all have great
quality and plenty of product available.

PProduct is available and quality is good. It
continues to be windy in the fields, so some
fringe burn is being reported.

GREEN LEAF LETTUCE

AVOCADO
California has passed the top of the bell curve as far as
projections on supply look. As the California fruit winds
down we will start to see Mexico occupy more of the US
supply into retail and foodservice. However, the truth is
that there are less Mexican avocados right now as we
speak than other periods of time and when both regions
wind down like this, it often results in higher FOB pricing.
Quality remains good and California fruit should keep the
west in business for several more weeks but the weekly
numbers of week over week increase in California volume
are over. Expect to see Mexico become a bigger player on
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the West Coast going forward.

POTATOES
40-90 count and #2s are higher from Idaho. All other shipping regions have stayed steady compared
to last week with little variation in pricing. Smaller sizes are widely available while larger sizes are
becoming tight. New crop is expected to begin in August. Quality is average.

TOMATOES
The increase in freight rates from last year, lack of trucks,
fuel costs doubling, not enough labor and wooden pallets
tripling in cost have all conspired to make this an extremely
difficult start of summer for tomato producers laboring to
get product from the fields to distribution points.

ROUND, ROMA AND VINE RIPE TOMATOES
Southeast
Virginia, Tennessee and North Carolina are all just
beginning new crop tomato production as they
dodge intermittent days of rain showers. Markets
are in the high teens for best quality.

Mexico
Baja California and McAllen, Texas are both
receiving lighter than normal tomato volume due
to weather in central Mexico and Baja. Best quality
roma tomatoes are in the high teens with round
vine ripe tomatoes in a similar position.
California
Tomato production this week is far below normal.
Extreme heat the past 4 weeks has forced growers
to pick fruit early that would normally be
scheduled for harvest this week. Now we are in a
gap between those fields already harvested and
the next fields that will be ready for production 2-3
weeks from now. Markets have formed up on
lighter production and pricing is in the mid to
high teens for the best quality.

ONIONS

White Onion market is getting shorter . Red
Onion supply and quality from California is very
good on Globe and Italian Flat Red onions. The
NW yellow onions are done. New crop onions
from Central California should continue through
October. New crop Northwest Onions will start
up again in late August.

BELL PEPPERS
GREEN BELLS
Desert program is done. Product coming from
Fresno is very light and quality has been affected
due to the heat

CONVENTIONAL COLORED BELLS
Same as the green bells. Desert crop has ended.
Fresno volume is light, and quality has been
affected due to the heat

BRUSSELS
Mexico has ended. California has started with
hand pick items but seeing issues from the heat.
Challenging through Nov

CUCUMBERS
Coming out of Baja with good supply.

GRAPE, CHERRY AND MEDLEY TOMATOES
There is a handful more supply on the grape
tomatoes compared to last week. However, the
medley and cherry tomatoes are still very short.
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CHILES
Baja is in full swing with consistent supplies
forecasted for the next 2 months. However, the
extreme heat is affecting the quality

CITRUS
LEMONS
California is winding down as we get through
July. Imports are starting in light volumes and
will pick up throughout July and August. Market
is limited on all fancy and choice fruit but will
see some relief as imports begin to hit both
coasts.

LIMES
Good supply through
the end of the year.

NAVELS
California is winding down during the month of
July but will continue longer than expected.
Imports will begin to arrive in light volume
continue to build into July and August. Sizing is
peaking on mid and larger sizes; smaller sizes
are limited.
VALENCIA
California will continue to build throughout the
summer and pick up on volume as schools
begin in August/September. The crop is peaking
on small to mid sizes, mostly 113/88ct. There is
heavy demand for 113/138ct as food service
business picks up as well.

BERRIES
STRAWBERRIES

BLUEBERRIES

Demand is good. There is good retail ad activity
this week and next. Santa Maria is still going with
much less volume due to many growers
diverting to freezer for the season. There has
been some labor shortage issues that never help
as the longer days and warm weather have
created smaller fruit counts that leads to slower
crates per hour. Santa Maria plants seem to be
loading back up and we will likely see a little
more volume in about two weeks with bigger
fruit coming. The heat from a week ago has
caused some quality issues and we have had to
divert more acres into the freezer where needed.
We will have about half of our Santa Maria fields
in fresh with good quality and condition.
Salinas/Watsonville = Most fields are over their
peak and should slowly trend down through the
third week of July.

New Jersey volume will continue with a steady
increase with overall quality being good. PNW
is seeing effects of prior heat waves but is
expected to quickly ramp up. Quality is
improving daily from the PNC as well. Prices
will hold steady through both coasts
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